Recommender systems help users to deal with the information overload problem by producing personalized content according to their interests. Beyond the traditional recommender strategies, there is a growing effort to incorporate users' reviews into the recommendation process, since they provide a rich set of information regarding both items' features and users' preferences. This article proposes a recommender system that uses users' reviews to produce items' representations that are based on the overall sentiment toward the items' features. We focus on exploiting the impact that different feature extraction techniques, allied with sentiment analysis, cause in an item attribute-aware neighborhood-based recommender algorithm. We compare four techniques of different granularities (terms and aspects) in two recommendation scenarios (rating prediction and item recommendation) and elect the most promising technique. We also compare our techniques with traditional structured metadata constructions, which are used as the baseline in our experimental evaluation. The results show that the techniques based on terms provide better results, since they produce a larger set of features, hence detailing better the items.
Introduction
Recommender systems emerged to deal with the information overload problem by producing personalized content suggestions to their users. These systems can be traditionally divided into two main strategies: content-based and collaborative filtering [1] . In the content-based approach [2] , users' profiles are matched with items' representations using a similarity measure. In collaborative filtering [3, 4] , there are two main fields addressed: (i) neighborhood models (also called memory-based models), which find and match ratings from clusters of similar users or items to predict unknown ratings and (ii) latent factor (or model-based) models, which have comprised an alternative path to transform both items and users into the same latent factor space, allowing them to be directly comparable. Beyond these two strategies, there is an effort to combine them into a third hybrid approach, where the flaws of each other are compensated by their strengths [1] .
Given the current scenario of the Web, where users can provide content by producing annotations, comments, *Correspondence: rdaddio@icmc.usp.br 1 Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science, Sao Paulo University, Sao Carlos, SP, Brazil Full list of author information is available at the end of the article and reviews about any subject, there is a great amount of rich and detailed information available that is created collaboratively by the community. In spite of its unstructured and uncontrolled nature, user-created descriptions can be exploited by information retrieval and recommender system tasks, lessening the need of domain experts to create structured metadata about the items (indexing). Moreover, one can always obtain updated descriptions about newly added items, which can vary over time depending on the context they are inserted (e.g., news about determined event are bound to vary very fast, while descriptions about movies and books may have little variation through time) [5] .
Recent works focus on extending the traditional recommendation paradigms by using this user-provided unstructured information [6] [7] [8] [9] . This is a great source of information, since it is able to describe the item and provide feedback about the opinion of the user regarding the item and its features. Indeed, it is common for users to analyze reviews from other users to decide whether or not to consume a certain product. When reading the reviews, a user can verify whether the item meets his/her expectations in certain aspects, analyzing if the majority of the reviewers consider or not positive the features that he/she thinks interesting.
However, dealing with unstructured text raises a set of challenges, especially when considering user-provided reviews [10] . First, reviews are prone to the occurrence of noise, such as misspelling, false information, and personal opinions that are valid only for the reviewer. Secondly, there is a requirement for natural language processing (NLP) tools to analyze, extract, and structure relevant information about a subject from texts. Finally, there is a lack of research about how to organize and use additional data provided by users in order to enhance items' representations, and consequently, to improve the accuracy of recommendations.
Our proposal focuses on the development of methods that produce items' representations based on users' reviews for recommender systems. For that, we propose an architecture that ranges from text pre-processing to generating recommendations, making use of feature extraction techniques (applied in two granularities: terms and aspects), coupled with sentiment analysis techniques for assigning polarities to the various themes portrayed by users in their reviews. Thus, the items' representations aim to describe items by their characteristics and the collective appreciation of users toward them. Finally, the representations feed a hybrid recommender system that combines a content-based approach with an item-based neighborhood model to produce suggestions to the user.
This article extends previous works [11 -13] where two feature extraction techniques (heuristic terms and aspects) were proposed and evaluated using a small dataset. In this article, we propose two new feature extraction techniques: classification terms and hierarchy aspects. The classification terms technique, which was briefly explored in [13] , extracts terms by using transductive semi-supervised learning, while the hierarchy aspects technique uses an hierarchical clustering solution to identify topic-related document clusters and elect the most important words of each group to form aspects. With these techniques, we aggregate machine learning into the terms/aspect extraction, differing from the previous techniques, which only relied on simple heuristics.
In addition, we provide a more in-depth evaluation regarding the four techniques proposed by comparing them in two different recommendation scenarios: rating prediction and item recommendation. As part of this work, we still analyze the results in two movie databases that differ greatly in size, being one very small and the other very large. Based on the experiments, we elect and discuss the feature extraction technique for items' representation that performed better among the others. According to our findings, the machine learning techniques produce better results than their heuristic-based counterparts in the majority of the cases.
The article is structured as follows: in "Related work" section we overview some works related to the use of users' textual reviews in the recommendation process; in "The proposed system" section we describe the proposed system. In "Empirical evaluation" section we present our empirical evaluation, detailing the experimental setting, databases and the results. Finally, in "Conclusion and future work" section, we present our conclusions, and discuss current limitations and future work.
Related work
In this section, we present some works related to the use of users' reviews to generate better recommendations for a specific user.
Some recent works use reviews to extract sentiment related to the characteristics of the items in order to characterize them for a content-based recommendation scenario. For example, Qumsiyeh and Ng [8] proposed a system capable of generating recommendations for various multimedia items using information, such as genres, actors, and reviews, extracted from multiple trusted Web sites. Their method is based entirely on mathematical and statistical formulations using the polarity (positive or negative) and degree (ratings, level of appreciation) of every aspect it considers to predict scores of unclassified items. Li et al. [14] proposed a recommender algorithm that captures the contents, such as product information and customer reviews of Web pages related to products and use them to calculate scores and rank these dynamic Web pages. While these works indeed provide item descriptions, they are used mainly in content-based filtering. Our approach, in turn, applies descriptions in a typically collaborative filtering algorithm, addressing content-based major issues such as limited content analysis: in case there are some missing item descriptions, the algorithm can still rely on user ratings to provide recommendation.
Unlike the work described above, other works use reviews for the construction of user profiles, applying them in collaborative filtering and hybrid approaches. Kim et al. [7] , for example, proposed a personalized search engine for movies, called MovieMine, based on reviews and user-provided ratings. In this system, the user types a query, which is expanded by adding keywords taken from earlier reviews provided by himself, reflecting his preferences, allowing the search key to be customizable. Wang and Chen [15] proposed a recommendation system that uses reviews to obtain characteristics and their sentiment for the construction of profiles. The recommendation is then performed using these characteristics to find similar users through collaborative filtering and grouping methods. In the system proposed by Aciar et al. [16] , text mining techniques are applied to map opinions about items into ontologies that define the skill and knowledge of the user in relation to an item and its features. The recommendation is made through analysis in instances of the proposed ontology. Ganu et al. [6] proposed a reviewbased recommendation system for restaurants. This system performs a soft clustering of users based on manually predefined topics whose sentiment can be found in the reviews. A great disadvantage of using reviews to produce user profiles is that not every users have the habit of writing reviews, making it impossible to accurately define their preferences. By using those reviews, one can easily describe items better, since the information on that end is more abundant, i.e., there are more users describing an item than a user describing several items. Moreover, one can find additional reviews and descriptions about items in other sources on the Web.
In a third approach, recent works make use of users' reviews to derive ratings, which will be used as a complement to the ratings already assigned by the user in the collaborative filtering process. For example, in the work of Ganu et al. [6] , described above, text-based ratings were also produced, and their values were compared to the traditional ratings using various recommendation algorithms, as neighborhood and latent factors-based models. Finally, both ratings were compared with the soft clustering model proposed. Pero and Horváth [9] proposed a framework that uses sentiment analysis to produce textbased ratings which are processed in conjunction with traditional ratings on a matrix factorization algorithm. The main drawback of this approach is that by considering only a single rating for the whole review, the system may loose information about the preferences of the user and/or the quality of the item in regard to different aspects.
This work differs from the aforementioned since it uses reviews to produce item representations that will feed an algorithm typically used in collaborative filtering scenarios. Some of the related works previously reported, such as the works of Ganu et al. [6] and Aciar et al. [16] , use manually predefined sets of features. Our work, in turn, focuses on feature extraction and selection methods that will automatically detect relevant features from the reviews. This allows the applicability of our approaches into different product domains, positively affecting the generalization of our approaches. We also provide a thorough study, by comparing the impact of different techniques, based on heuristics and machine learning, on the recommendation accuracy.
The proposed system
As previously stated, the proposed system uses users' reviews to produce representations about the items, containing their most relevant characteristics and the overall sentiment toward them. Thus, the preference of a user is built based on an average of opinions.
For example, in the reviews about the movies that a user u rated positively it was reported that they have strong science fiction elements (positive sentiment), but have weak or absent (negative or neutral/absent sentiment) romance. Another user v has evaluated positively movies that have direction and photography praised in their reviews and evaluated negatively movies that contain positive critics about their suspense. Thus, the system will most likely suggest movies that relates to the preferences of those users: for user u, it will suggest science fiction movies with no aspects of romance, while for user v the suggestions will have positive direction and photography, and negative or absent suspense.
In order to do that, we developed a system's architecture with concise and specific modules. As depicted in Fig. 1 , the main goal of the system is to produce a set of items' representations that will feed, alongside the ratings provided by the users, the recommendation algorithm.
Firstly, the reviews go through a pre-processing step (detailed in the "Text pre-processing" section) in order to reduce noise and provide a structured version of them. Next, the feature extraction module obtains relevant characteristics about the domain of the items. This module is the main challenge addressed in this work, and four different techniques were tested, being two of them based on terms and the other two based on aspects. Also, for each granularity (terms and aspects), we explore one technique based on heuristics and one based on machine learning and verify which ones provide the best results. This module will be detailed in the "Feature extraction" section. In the item's representation creation module, the features extracted previously are represented as the positions of each item's vector, and their scores are computed as the overall sentiment toward them obtained in the item's reviews. This step, which is detailed in the "Sentiment analysis and item representations construction" section, is performed for each item present in the database, producing a set of items' representations. These representations feed a neighborhood-based collaborative filtering algorithm, which is detailed in the "Recommendation" section.
Text pre-processing
The pre-processing module is responsible for carrying out several routines that aim to structuring the reviews. We apply, therefore, the following routines:
• Noise removal : we remove stop-words, dates, numeric characters, Web pages, and words with special characters; • Tokenization, stemming, and lemmatization: we divide each word into a token and extract its stem and lemma. The stem and lemma are used according to the feature extraction technique in the feature extraction module; • Part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging) : we obtain the POS tag of each token. This feature will be used in all feature extraction techniques; • Sentence splitting: we split the text into sentences and divide those that are compound so they can be processed by the sentiment analysis algorithm; • Parsing: we apply a parser in the texts, so that more sensitive information is obtained, such as the structure of sentences and relationships between words. Such information will be used by some of the techniques in the feature extraction module.
In our work, these routines are supported by the wellknown Stanford CoreNLP 1 [17] , a natural language processing toolkit that contains several NLP routines. The CoreNLP also supports a sentence-level sentiment analysis algorithm [18] , which we also apply during this preprocessing step. More details about this algorithm can be found in the "Sentiment analysis algorithm" section. Finally, the stemming was performed through the traditional Porter algorithm [19] .
The resulting output of this procedure are Extensible Markup Language (XML) documents containing the texts in a more structured form. In those files, each of the documents is described in a tree structure that segments them into sentences, in which each one of them may contain its syntactic parsing, a sentiment and the tokens. Each token, in its turn, contains its lemmatized and stemmed form and its POS tag.
Feature extraction
The feature extraction module is responsible for extracting features from the texts that will compose the item vectors of the system.
The most common way to represent characteristics of a text is through terms. Terms are words extracted from a text describing the subjects covered in it [20] . Especially in product reviews, terms are predominantly nouns, due to the fact that these reviews refer to nominal characteristics of the products, for example: "the resolution of this camera is good" or "this actor was not convincing". In the sentiment analysis area, in turn, characteristics tend to be represented as aspects, which are collections of terms that represent the same topic [21] . Figure 2 illustrates the difference between terms and aspects. In the figure, the review was processed and only the most important words were maintained as terms (first column). From them, we could produce aspects, which are depicted in the second column and may contain more than one term. For instance, the aspect "ACTING" contains the terms "act" and "performance".
In this work, we compare the effect that these two representations causes to a recommendation algorithm that uses information about items. Therefore, we apply two term extraction and two aspects extraction techniques in the set of reviews, and the result of each is evaluated on the recommender system. Our evaluation also presents a discussion about which technique performed better in the particular domain of movies recommendation. In the following sections, we introduce each of these techniques.
Extracting terms through heuristics
The first term extraction technique involves the application of two filters in the set of lemmatized words: one linguistic and another statistical.
First, we select only words with the noun POS tag as candidate terms. One of the problems with part-of-speech taggers is that unknown words tend to be classified as nouns. This problem is aggravated when using texts produced by users, due to misspellings, Internet slangs and abbreviations.
Therefore, we select from the set of candidate words those that are more common among the item reviews, assuming that these may be, in fact, features. Since an item has n reviews, instead of using the document frequency (DF) [20] , we decided to use a similar metric called item frequency (IF) [11, 12] . Considering F as the candidate words set and I the items set, the item frequency IF f of a candidate word f is given by
where k if is equal to 1 if an item i has the candidate word in at least one of its reviews. The IF f is then compared to a threshold, and if its value is greater than it, the candidate word is maintained in the term set. In an earlier experiment, we considered four different thresholds for constructing lists of terms: 1, 30, 100, and 200 [12] . By considering these threshold values, we verified the impact of different sizes of term sets, as well as what types of terms should be regarded: those more specific, i.e., that may appear in at least two items (threshold 1) or those more general, i.e., that may appear in a larger set of items (threshold 200). The results indicated that the threshold of 30 is a good value since it provides the best tradeoff between term set size and recommendation accuracy, performing better than the baseline.
Extracting aspects through heuristics
In this approach, we apply a set of heuristics similar to those applied in the term extraction, to reduce the number of candidate words and create aspects from the reviews. We apply in the set of lemmatized word both linguistic and statistical filters applied in the term extraction technique: first, we select only nouns and then apply the item frequency, discarding the candidate words that have an IF f value lower than a certain threshold. Based on the results obtained in the previous approach, we apply the threshold of 30 since the terms that appear in a number of documents smaller than 30 do not heavily affect the results and thus can be regarded as noise.
From the set of remaining terms, we group those that contain the same or similar stem. For example, when performing the pre-processing step, we may obtain the lemmas "director" and "direction, " but both share the same stem "direct. " By grouping the lemmas that share the same stem, we often reduce the number of features that have relation to the same topic.
The last step, performed semi-automatically, is to group synonymous topics. We use the WordNet 2 lexical database as a basis to obtain the synonyms of the lemmas for each existing topic and group those topics who share the synonyms. After performing this step, we make a manual check to remove errors and noise.
We explored this technique in a previous experiment [11] . The results showed that the produced aspect set was very small, which affected the capability of the recommender to distinguish the items and hence to locate appropriate neighbors to produce adequate suggestions.
Extracting terms through transductive learning
The second term extraction technique is called TLATE (transductive learning for automatic term extraction) and was proposed by Conrado et al. [22] . This method uses transductive semi-supervised learning to classify if a word is a term or not. It is executed in three steps in addition to the text pre-processing already performed: (i) word feature extraction, (ii) filtering, and (iii) transductive classification.
In the word feature extraction step, we extract information that aims to characterize each word using features that range from simple statistical (such as DF, for instance) and linguistic (POS tags, for instance) knowledge to hybrid measures that utilize both kinds of knowledge. In total, there are 24 features which can be seen with more details in [22] . With this, each word is represented by a vector where each position represents one of the aforementioned measures.
The filtering step aims to remove words that have less chance to be terms. In a previous work, we tested two different filters [13] : (1) filter_DF, which removes the words that occur only in one document in the database and (2) filter_DF_N that also deletes those words that are not nouns. In our experiments, we found out that the filter_DF_N performed better since it provides a significantly smaller set of candidate words to be classified by the transductive learning step, and hence the overall outcome contains a smaller but more descriptive terms set.
In the transductive learning step, we represent the candidate words set in a mutual k nearest neighbors (k-NN) network [23] and test k = {7, 57}, since these are values previously used by Conrado et al. [22] and cover two very different settings: one with a limited number of neighbors and one with a larger number. To calculate the similarity between word vectors, we use the Euclidean distance, since they are non-sparse numeric vectors. This network is used by a transductive learning algorithm that classifies the words into terms or non-terms. The label spreading of words was performed using the LLGC (learning with local and global consistency) algorithm [24] with the regularization parameter (μ) set as 0.9, defined in preliminary experimentation. Since transductive classification is capable to learn from smaller training sets [22] , we selected 16 of the word vectors that comprehend the basic characteristics of a movie (genres, direction, photography, among others) and labeled them as terms. We also select 16 unrelated word vectors (for instance, words that can have both adjective and noun POS) as non-terms. LLGC learns from the information of these labeled words, and the remaining unlabeled words are used to perform the classification. In our analysis, the LLGC produced better sets of terms with the k of the k-NN network set as 57.
Extracting aspects through hierarchy clustering
The second aspect extraction technique was proposed in order to eliminate the human intervention required in the previous technique. We use the LIHC (LUPI-based incremental hierarchical clustering) [25] for the automatic generation of a hierarchical clustering of texts, and through this, produce a topic hierarchy. This topic hierarchy is then processed so that the most representative topics are used as aspects of the items.
The LIHC makes use of technical and privileged information to perform the document grouping task. The technical information used is a traditional bag-of-words representation, containing the frequency of the terms present in the document. Privileged information in text processing domain consists of information besides traditional term frequency (TF) or term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [25] . In this work, we use the part-of-speech tag of words as privileged information, since they represent a linguistic information about the terms located in the documents.
This method considers that each document is represented by two vectors located in their respective spaces: technical and privileged. We utilize a consensus-based clustering method that analyzes several clusters produced by different algorithms or the same algorithm with different parameters and combines them into a single clustering model. For our proposal, we use the well-known k-means algorithm [26] , applying it repeatedly with 50 different parameter settings (i.e., varying k from 1 to 50), into both documents representations.
The clusters produced are combined using a coassociation matrix M. Thus, for each type of information, we generate its respective co-association matrix: M and M * . These matrices, in turn, are combined into a final co-association matrix M C .
Finally, we apply the classical hierarchical clustering algorithm UPGMA (unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean) [27] in the matrix M C , producing a hierarchical clustering model of documents.
We use the hierarchical model produced to extract topics that represent the aspects of the items, similarly to the work performed by Domingues et al. [28] . We use the F1-measure to extract the five most important words of every (sub)cluster in the hierarchy in the following manner: each (sub)cluster contains a set of D documents and a set of T candidate terms, present within the documents. Each word in the set T is capable of retrieving a set of documents D term from the whole dataset, which we compute the F1 measure against D. The terms that contain the highest F1 scores are considered the most important terms since they are able to retrieve a D term set that are very similar to D. With this, each set of words corresponds to an aspect. Next, we select a determined set of aspects by selecting (sub)clusters with size within the range of the minimum and maximum number of documents, defined by experimentation. We select topics with the following value ranges: [2, 7] , [5, 10] , [5, 100] , [10, 15] , [10, 50] , [15, 20] , and [50, 100], where the first value corresponds to the minimum number of documents and the second value corresponds to the maximum number of documents. With these values, we explored different cluster granularities, which, in turn, allowed us to observe the specificity of the aspects; those produced in (sub)clusters with [2, 7] documents are more specific, while those produced in (sub)clusters with [50, 100] documents are more generic. By experimentation, the granularity [2, 7] provided the best results, as it contains more specific descriptions about the items. This configuration is used in the experimental evaluation presented in the "Empirical evaluation" section.
Sentiment analysis and item representations construction
At the end of the feature extraction module, the resulting set is used by the items' representations generation module. In this module, the sentiment value for each item's feature is computed. Thus, an item is represented by the average sentiment of many users' reviews toward each of its characteristics.
This module is divided into two steps. First, we apply a sentiment analysis algorithm in the item's reviews, obtaining the sentiment for each sentence. The main reason for using a sentence-level sentiment analysis is that most of the features extracted from the reviews are nouns, especially in a movie recommendation domain. Nouns have neutral sentiment; hence, we rely on the context and sentiment existing in sentences containing these nouns. In the second step, for each feature, we select all sentences that relate to it and calculate its average sentiment. These steps will be better detailed in the following subsections.
Sentiment analysis algorithm
As stated earlier, we perform in the pre-processing step a sentence splitting in the reviews, so they can be processed by the sentiment analysis algorithm, resulting in a set of sentiment information of all reviews' sentences. In the adopted approach [18] , recursive neural networks models are used to build representations that capture the structure of the sentences, obtaining in this way their sentiment based on the meaning of each word.
The algorithm splits the tokens of a sentence and calculates the sentiment by combining the tokens and constructing a tree in a bottom-up approach, where the root node is the final sentiment for the whole sentence and may contain one of the five sentiment levels: "Very Negative, " "Negative, " "Neutral, " "Positive, " and "Very Positive. " We convert this classification into a [ 1, 5] rating system, being 1 equals to "Very Negative" and 5 equals to "Very Positive. "
Item's vector construction
In the final step of the item's representation creation, the system analyzes the feature set and checks whether they are terms or aspects. If they are terms, the system verifies whether they are represented as a stem or lemma and converts them into a set of words that the stems/lemmas comprehend. Then, for each item, the system looks up in the XML files containing its pre-processed reviews which sentences contain these words. If the feature set are aspects, the system finds the set of terms that the aspect represents, and then applies the same stem/lemma recognition for each term, finally converting them into words and checking the sentences which contain them.
After having obtained the sentences related to each feature, the next step is the sentiment attribution to them. For each feature of each item, it is calculated as the average sentiment of the related sentences. Thus, the final value represents the collective level of appreciation or depreciation of a certain attribute of an item. As mentioned before, the sentiment values range between 1 and 5, being 1 equals to "Very Negative" while 5 means "Very Positive. " A zero value indicates that an item simply does not have that feature.
As an alternative for the vector construction, the system can also produce a binary sentiment vector. In a previous work, we defined the best strategy to perform the binarization of the sentiment vectors [12] , which we describe as follows: each feature is divided into two portions, corresponding to its positive and negative parts. Features that have positive sentiment are attributed value 1 to its positive portion, while those with negative sentiment have their negative portion defined as 1. We used a threshold α to adjust the relevance of the intensity of the sentiment in the binarization process, and through experimentation, it was determined that tighter intervals produced the best results. With the aspect-based approach described in the "Extracting aspects through heuristics" section, the recommender performed better with the binary representations. We argue that since the binary scoring duplicates the number of features, the aspect-based approach has bigger vectors to describe the items, thus producing better results.
To illustrate this step, Fig. 3 presents the sentiment assignment to the aspect "acting, " extracted from the review sample in Fig. 2 . Considering that an item i in the system has only the review in Fig. 2 , the system finds the sentences that make reference to "acting, " obtains their polarities, and calculates the average sentiment. Finally, if necessary, the system performs the binarization step.
Recommendation
In the recommendation module, the items' representations are finally analyzed alongside the ratings provided by the users. We use a neighborhood-based recommendation algorithm because of its simplicity, efficiency, stability, as well as the easiness for extending the traditional model into using items' feature vectors [3] . We opted to use an item k-NN collaborative filtering algorithm that takes into account the bias of users and items [29] , and this one was adjusted to use the items' feature vectors in the process of obtaining the neighbors instead of the traditional users' ratings vector. With that, our approach can be regarded as a hybrid recommender, since it uses content-based representations in an item-based collaborative filtering algorithm.
A common approach of collaborative filtering algorithms is to adjust the data for accounting item and user bias. These effects are mainly tendencies of users to rate items in different manners (higher or lower ratings) or items that tend to be rated differently than the others. We encapsulate these effects within the baseline estimates. A baseline estimate for an unknown ratingr ui is denoted by:
where μ is the global average rating and b i and b u are the item's and user's deviations from the average. To estimate b u and b i , one can solve a least squares problem. We adopted a simple approach which will iterate a number of times the following equations:
where K is the set of rated items and r ui is a rating given by a user u to an item i. In our experiments, we iterated 10 times these equations following the order in which they appear and defined through preliminary experimentation the values of 10 and 15 for the constants λ 1 and λ 2 , respectively. The goal of the recommendation algorithm is to find similar items rated by a user and to predict a rating based on the ratings of those similar items. In this way, a rating is predicted for an unobserved user-item pair by considering the similar items he/she already rated.
In order to find similar items, a similarity measure is employed between the previously described items' representations. This similarity can be based on several correlation or distance metrics, and through experimentation, we found out that the Pearson correlation coefficient, p ij , performed better in most of the settings. In this metric, a value corresponding to 1 means total correlation, in which the vectors coincide and are in the same direction, whereas a value of −1 corresponds to the case where the vectors coincide but are in opposite directions. The Pearson correlation is defined as follows:
where w i and w j correspond to the average value of the features of i and j, respectively. The final similarity measure is a shrunk correlation coefficient, s ij :
where n ij is the number of features that describe both items i and j, and λ 3 is a regularization constant, set as 100 since this value penalizes the similarity of items who have fewer features in common [29] . Given the items' feature-based representations and the similarity measure presented previously, we identify the k items rated by u that are most similar to i, the k-nearest neighbors. Similarly to Koren [29] , we denote this set as S k (i; u). Using this set, the final predicted rating is an average of the k most similar items' ratings, adjusted to their baseline estimates:
In our experiments, we used k = {20, 40, 60, 80, 100}. This way, we can check the effect of each type of item representation in different sizes of neighbors.
Empirical evaluation
To evaluate our proposal, we selected the most promising configuration of each of the aforementioned feature extraction techniques and compare them with each other as well as with some traditional structured metadata representations.
All experiments were carried out in a 10-fold crossvalidation setting. The rating database was randomly divided into 10-folds, where each fold contained at least one interaction of each user. This way, we guarantee that the system can generate recommendations for every user in the database, and that every user can be inserted at the same time in the test set. We define as training set 9 out of the 10-folds and use the remaining as test. We iterate 10 times this procedure, varying the fold used on the test set. Since the reviews used are collected from outer sources, they can be viewed as additional content and thus the representations are not divided into 10-folds.
The values displayed as results are the average values of the iterations. In order to check the significance of the results, we applied the Student's t test [26] .
Databases
We performed our experiments on two databases related to movies, generated from the MovieLens Web site 3 and enhanced with information contained in the Internet Movie Database (IMDb) Web site 4 .
In preliminary experiments [11-13], we used only the well-known MovieLens 100k (ML-100k) database due to the fact that it is smaller and therefore simpler to find additional information about items, as well as being quicker to perform the experiments. The ML-100k consists of 100,000 ratings (from 1 to 5) performed by 943 users for 1682 movies.
In this article, we extend our findings by adopting the HetRec2011 Movielens-2k (HetRec ML) database 5 . It is a significantly larger dataset, consisting of 855,598 ratings (from 1 to 5) performed by 2113 users for 10,197 movies.
We have enhanced both databases by collecting structured metadata such as genres, actors, and directors from the IMDb Web site. We constructed binary items' representations for each of these metadata, where 1 means that the item has the metadatum while 0 means it does not, and used them as baseline representations, applying them to calculate the item similarity by the same means that our approaches are used. In our evaluation, we compare the descriptive power of our representations against those binary, baseline representations. Table 1 shows the total and average number of features for each structured metadatum considered.
We also collected up to 10 reviews per item for the ML100k database, resulting in a total of 15,863 documents and up to 100 reviews per item for the HetRec database, resulting in a total of 656,031 documents. The reviews were selected as the top-N from IMDb, ordered by their helpfulness. Unfortunately, not every movie had the maximum number of reviews, in fact, there were some movies that did not have reviews at all. The reason we selected only 10 reviews for the ML-100k database is that this database was used in our preliminary experiments; hence, we needed a smaller set of reviews to guarantee speed in these experiments. With the preliminary experiments done, we were able to test the best configurations in a larger setting, which demands more time.
Evaluation metrics
In order to evaluate which technique describes better the items for a recommender systems, the resulting recommendations were evaluated in two main scenarios: rating prediction and item recommendation [30] .
Rating prediction evaluates how much the ratings predicted by the system deviate from real ratings assigned by users. For that, we used the root mean square error (RMSE) metric, which is defined as:
where O u is the predicted items set that the user u evaluated,r ui is the predicted rating, and r ui is the real rating. Item recommendation evaluates the capacity of the system to generate personalized rankings of suggestions. We evaluated this scenario by selecting the top 100 items with the highest predicted ratings for each user and applied the precision at n (prec@n) and the mean average precision (MAP) measures. The prec@n measures how many relevant items are returned in relation to a small n sample of the total ranking: 
We use this measure with n = 10. The MAP measure, in its turn, evaluates the whole ranking, but gives a greater weight for occurrences of relevant items in early positions of the ranking. It is a measure that produces a value which corresponds to the average of j queries, where each query produces a ranking and a score that is the average of different n precision levels. Formally, let {i 1 , . . . , i m j } be the set of relevant items for a query q j ∈ Q and R jk be the set of results returned from the first item until the i k item, then the MAP can be measured as [20] :
Feature extraction techniques comparison
In this section, we present a comparative study about the applicability of the four aforementioned feature extraction techniques in a recommender system. For each technique, we selected the best configuration and compared them with each other and to structured metadata. We named the four techniques as:
• Heuristic terms: the term extraction technique described in the "Extracting terms through heuristics" section, using IF = 30; • Classification terms: the term extraction technique described in the "Extracting terms through transductive learning" section, using the filter_DF_N in TLATE's filtering step and the k-NN network with k = 57 in the transductive step; • Heuristic aspects: the aspect extraction technique described in the "Extracting aspects through heuristics" section, using the binarized sentiment approach in the items' representation creation module; • Hierarchy aspects: the aspect extraction technique described in the "Extracting aspects through hierarchy clustering" section, using the topic granularity of [2, 7] . Table 2 shows the total number of features for each technique, as well as the average number of features that the items contain.
In the following subsections, we present the results of the comparison for each recommendation scenario separately. Finally, we discuss our findings.
Rating prediction
In this section, we present the results obtained in the rating prediction scenario. Table 3 shows the results for the structured metadata baseline for both databases, while Table 4 presents the results related to our proposed approaches. Figure 4 presents a graphic comparing the baselines and the approaches for the ML-100k database, and Fig. 5 shows the comparison in the HetRec ML database.
In relation to the ML-100k database, we observed that the term-based approaches produced better results than those produced by the aspect-based approaches. By applying a Student's t test, we observed that, considering smaller neighbors values (k = {20, 40, 60}), both termbased techniques produced statistically better results than the others, using a p value <0.005. As it can be seen, both techniques based on machine learning presented better results than their heuristic counterpart. The hierarchy aspects, even though performing similarly to the actor metadata baseline, is statistically superior than the heuristic aspects approach. The classification terms approach presents better results than the heuristic approach at k = {20, 40, 60}, but these values are not statistically significant.
In the HetRec ML database, it can also be seen that term-based approaches have the best results, being statistically better than the others, using a p value <0.001. In this dataset, in turn, the classification terms approach performed statistically better than the heuristic terms approach, also considering a value of p < 0.001. The hierarchy aspects approach also showed significant results, Table 3 The average RMSE results for the structured metadata baseline in both databases being statistically better than the baseline results and the heuristic aspects approach, for a value of p value <0.001, when considering a small number of neighbors (k = {20, 40, 60}).
Item recommendation
In this section, we present the results related to the item recommendation scenario. Table 5 exhibits the baseline results for both databases, while Table 6 presents the results for the proposed approaches. Figure 6 presents graphics with the results of prec@10 and MAP of the baselines and the proposed approaches for the ML-100k database, and Fig. 7 shows the comparison in the HetRec ML database.
Regarding the results obtained in the ML-100k database, it can be seen that for the prec@10 the results of all approaches are statistically better than those produced by the baselines for a value of p < 0.005. The MAP results, in turn, are statistically better for the same p value, except for those produced by the heuristic aspects approach. Again, we noted that term-based approaches produce better results than others, but there are no statistically difference between them. One can also see that both machine learning approaches provide better results, especially considering the hierarchy aspects in relation to heuristic aspects, whose results are statistically different.
For the HetRec ML database, we observed that for prec@10, except heuristic aspects, all approaches produce better results than those produced by the baselines, considering larger numbers of neighbors (k = {60, 80, 100}), but only the term-based approaches have statistically superior results, with p value <0.005. The results obtained for MAP, in turn, were not relevant, being lower or closer to those produced by structured metadata.
Discussion
As it can be observed, term-based approaches produced better results in both databases and recommendation scenarios. This implies that a greater number of features tend to describe better the items than a significantly smaller set, considering the recommendation algorithm used in this work. While the term-based approaches contained thousands of features, aspect-based approaches contained on average a few hundred due to their nature of grouping topic-related words.
In the term-based approaches, considering the rating prediction scenario, it can be seen that as the number of neighbors increases, the accuracy of the predictions decreases. One possible reason for this effect is that as the items are described in greater detail, there is a possibility that as soon as one increases the number of neighbors, unrelated items will be included in the prediction calculation. The opposite effect, however, occurs in the aspectbased approaches. It can be observed that if the number is increased to a certain number of neighbors, the prediction accuracy improves. It is speculated that this is due to the fact that the representations contain a very small number of features, making it difficult to tell them apart, and hence, it needs more neighbors to calculate the rating prediction.
Regarding the results for the item recommendation scenario, we observed that those produced by all approaches outperform the other results, on average, in 1% on prec@10, while for the MAP there are no conclusive results. Although the results for the ML-100k database are favorable, those obtained for the HetRec ML do not exceed those obtained by the baselines. Despite that the prec@10 results are favorable, there is not a significant contribution to the item recommendation scenario. This is due mainly to the nature of the implemented algorithm. Since it performs the rating prediction task and then through the ratings, it generates a ranking of the 100 items with the highest predicted rating, it is assumed that the final ranking contains items which are not in the test set, since it is a drawn portion of the 10% of the database. Since the goal of this article was to evaluate the impact of the feature extraction techniques, and for this, we chose a k-NN algorithm initially developed for rating prediction tasks, we leave for future work the extension of this model to produce better rankings.
As observed in the results, in general, the machine learning approaches provided better results than their heuristic counterpart. This can be better observed in relation to the aspect approaches, where the results are statistically different in every metric and database used in this study. In relation to the term approach, which provided the best results, although the classification approach was not statistically superior to the heuristic approach for the ML-100k database, the experiment carried out in the HetRec ML database indicates that the usage of the TLATE can produce more accurate representations with a larger set of reviews.
To further analyze the differences among our approaches, Table 7 presents the top 10 most frequent features extracted with each technique in both datasets used in our experiments. As explained before, some techniques use the lemmatized version of words, while others use the stemmed version. We maintain this format here.
As it can be seen, both top 10 lists generated from the term extraction techniques are almost equivalent, with differences on the order or with few words. In fact, the first three words are the same in each technique, and they are indeed relevant: the first two regard the opinion of users toward the item as a whole, while the third regards the time, or duration, of a movie. This is also reflected in the heuristic aspect technique, where both words "film" and "movie" are part of the "cinematography" aspect, which is the most frequent in both datasets. Another difference worth noting is that classification terms removed words such as "way" and "thing, " which are very common nouns but can be considered of little impact on describing movies. Lastly, as it can be seen, hierarchy aspects produces not semantically Table 5 The average values of prec@10 and MAP for the structured metadata baseline applied in both databases Regarding computation time and resources, we argue that the main difference between the approaches lie in the item similarity calculation, since the size of the representations is significantly different. Having the item similarity calculated, which can be done offline periodically, the system will perform within the same time.
Finally, we also argue that our approach can help in minimizing problems regarding new items. In the traditional item k-NN, item representations were constructed with the ratings the item has received, thus hurting the prediction of newly added items. Our approach overcomes this drawback by constructing representations that rely on reviews external to the database. In our experiments, we used reviews from IMDb, but reviews from several other websites can be extracted, thus minimizing the chances that an item would remain without any description.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we compared four different techniques of text feature extraction for item representation construction and analyzed the impact they produce in a neighborhood-based recommendation algorithm. The results showed that the techniques based on terms provide better results, since they produce a larger set of features, hence detailing better the items. Another point worth noticing is that, for both characteristic granularities, the techniques based on machine learning provided better results. Among all techniques addressed, the technique based on transductive learning provided the best results, being statistically superior in a larger database.
Even though the classification terms technique provided the best results, the other term-based technique also produces interesting results, being significantly easier to implement since it is based on simple heuristics. Those heuristics also require fewer computational resources, being an interesting approach for limited recommender servers. The hierarchy aspects approach also provided interesting results in a larger database setting, providing a much smaller set of features than the term-based approaches, being interesting for systems that performs the item similarity calculation online and requires faster results. Finally, the heuristic aspects approach provided competitive results with the baseline, being a good alternative for systems that have restrictive computational resources and do not have available items' metadata.
As future work, we plan to analyze the proposed set of feature extraction techniques with other recommender algorithms, including those specific for the item recommendation task and optimization of personalized rankings, such as the BPR (Bayesian Personalized Ranking) [31] , CliMF (Collaborative Less-is-More Filtering) [32] , and TFMAP (Tensor Factorization for MAP Maximization) [33] . Another possibility of extension is to apply the items' representations in different attribute aware recommendation algorithms or to apply the system into different data domains. Finally, we plan to build user profile vectors based on these techniques, by using their own reviews or inferring their sentiment toward the features by analyzing the vectors of the items he/she evaluated as interesting. We then plan to apply these users' vectors alongside the items' representations in the recommendation process. 
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